How to Talk to Parents: “The Conversation”
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“The Conversation” (continued)
far away can handle bills, make phone
calls, or do Internet research. And remember that just because your parents
have different views does not mean they
are invalid.
Here are questions to explore at the
meeting:
· What are your parents’ perceptions
about current needs and biggest worries?
· What are your parents’ health conditions today? Future prospects?
· Is their home still accessible, or does
it need modifications for disabilities and
hazards? Is a move warranted?
· Do they need help with daily chores,
meals, bathing, errands?
· Can they still drive safely?
· What are your parents’ current and
future financial needs? Do they need
planning assistance?
· Have they executed the necessary legal papers (wills, trusts, powers of attorney), and are they up to date?

· Do they have adequate health insurance and long-term care insurance?
· What are their wishes for end-of-life
care?
Not every family succeeds in getting their parents to do some early planning. But the risks of not even trying to
have this conversation are significant.
Caregivers can become so overburdened
that their physical health collapses; their
fatigue and frustration can lead to depression and even divorce; a lack of sufficient legal and financial planning can
send a family into bankruptcy. Not only
are most of the costs of long-term care
not covered by health plans, but many
caregivers also cut back on work hours
or quit altogether in order to provide care.
In the worst of scenarios, some
caregivers have even died before their
loved ones because of the stress.
Pierce-Miller cautions that families
need to make a paradigm shift in thinking about long-term care, from the no-

tion that remaining at home is always
best to realizing that assisted living residences may be a better option, both financially and emotionally, especially if
there are no caregivers available.
“We don’t walk away from our parents when there are physical, financial,
and emotional issues,” she says. “We
step in and take care of them. This is
about relationship.”
For more information and free brochures on long-term care planning, contact the California Department of Health
Services, California Partnership for
Long-Term Care at (800) CARE445.
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